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Airbus a319 united

Dane County Regional Airport in Madison, Wisconsin is a quaint and surprisingly relaxing facility. On a recent three-hour stopover at the airport, during which I wrote my review of United Airlines' new CRJ550 service, it was finally time to do the slog back to Seattle through downtown Denver from the largest in the United States. The Airbus
A319 assigned to this Madison-Denver route stopped to the gate, and boarding began on time. United has a fairly long set of boarding groups just like many airlines these days. With an economy class ticket in hand, I found myself in Group 4, which is definitely not the fourth group allowed to board. I settled into the 20D seat, located in the
Economy Plus cabin with extra space for United's legs. The 34-inch-pass seat and adjustable headrest with wings made it easy to take a much-needed nap. But space became narrow when the person in front of me leaned back, taking a remarkable amount of my real estate. A 110v power outlet kept my phone hungry for power. Flight
attendants started a free drinks and snacks service 30 minutes from the flight. A standard soft drink rate was available, along with adult beverages starting at $8 and up. United deserves support for offering a moderately good selection of beer, including one of my personal favorites, Elysian Brewing Company's Space Dust IPA. The flight
crew went through the cockpit twice more, offering water and coffee to passengers. Snacks included pretzels, Biscoff cookies and the beloved Stroopwafel. The passenger next to me asked me for two bags of pretzels, but the crew member refused, saying he didn't know if there was enough for everyone. He said he'd do it to him anyway.
To my surprise, a second bag of pretzels appeared ten minutes later in my hand. That's a nice touch. United is really rising its game on the front lines of surprise and delight these days, as evidenced by a growing number of awards on social media. Even small but meaningful efforts can make a #PaxEx pleasant. My seatmate certainly
appreciated goodwill. Onboard shopping options were also available, with an average of $10. A handful of meals seemed tempting, like the $10 smoked sausage sandwich and the mezze snack sampler for $10, though it's a thing for a photo in the magazine to look good and quite another to see what really ends up in the tray. If I hadn't
filled in bar sandwiches from my previous CRJ550 flight, I would have slipped for one of us. United delivers on-demand streaming content to devices via Panasonic Avionics' wireless IFE solution. Called United Private Screening, the service offers a large number of TV shows and movies. It requires the United app to work, something that
is not advertised until after it is too late for many passengers. But with the app already installed on my I saw a show in the last 45 minutes of the flight. The system worked without any problem. Internet on board, powered by Ku band satellites, is also available, and this is also provided by Panasonic. Prices ranged from $3.99 for 30
minutes and $8.99 for the entire flight. As mentioned, I chose to take a nap and then watch a program, so I didn't turn on Internet service. Other than that, I found it surprising how widely United's national Wi-Fi price varied by system. Gogo charged $8 for 30 minutes on my 26-minute CRJ550 flight, while this two-hour jump to Denver using
the Panasonic system cost only one dollar more by literally quadrupling connection time. (In the final leg back to Seattle, Internet service was provided by Thales' Ka-band solution, which is powered by Viasat satellites. But the cost was double, reaching $16 for a 150-minute flight. Talk about inconsistent.) My flight landed on time in
Denver, with the United app properly informing me that my flight to Seattle went on time, and where I could find it. Overall, the experience was perfectly excellent. I started in Wisconsin, and ended up in Colorado as planned. The good service of the cabin crew and, of course, the stroopwafels were a good advantage. United Airlines
covered all trips for this trip. All images are credited to the author, Jeremy Dwyer-Lindgren Related Items: Airbus A 319-100 operated by United Airlines is used during flights within the country. Airbus A 319-100 has 128 seats divided into 3 classes: First Class, Economy Plus and Economy Class. The first class can accommodate up to 8
passengers. First class seats have 2 rows of seats that have 2-2 configuration. Front row seats have limited legroom due to the bulkhead position and have no ground storage during takeoff and landing. Seats 1A and 1F have misaligned windows. Behind the first-class Economy Plus class is. Economy plus consists of 7 seats for 6 seats
in each. Passengers in the 7th row seats will take advantage of the extra legroom due to the bulkhead position. As the tray tables are on the armrest, the width of these seats is reduced a little. The seats in row 20 are not reclined as the exit row is behind them. Seats 21A and 21F are considered good seats as they have extra legroom
due to the exit row in front. Economy class can carry 78 standard seats. The seats are located in 13 rows and have 3-3 configuration. The only downside to the 34C and 34D seats is the nearby location of sinks and galleys. Row 35 seats are considered bad seats as they do not recline and other passengers and crew members often pass
through the in. 24, 20, 9:02 am - Wikipost Please read: This is a community-maintained post wiki that contains the most important information of this thread. You can edit the Wiki once you have FT for 90 days and have made 90 places. Last edited by: WineCountryUA Wiki Link Standard A319 (319) There were two versions of the A319.
Version 1, which are legacy UA aircraft and version 2, which are China Southern aircraft, United picked up. Both have the same seat map, only a slightly different bathroom configuration at the rear of the aircraft. Cabin ride via video: UA A319 Seat MAP - Version 1/2 SeatGuru A319 Seat Map - Version 1/2 FIRST CLASS CABIN All A319
have the new first class UA seat. There are 8 first-class seats on the A319. The indicated tone is 37 and the width is 20.5. The recline of the seat on the A319 is quite generous, except that if the person in front of you is fully reclined, it is difficult to get out of the aisle seat and exit the window seat will require the aisle seat to enter the
hallway. Economy PLUS Section – ROWS 7-21 Row 7 is the best row. As with the A320, Row 7 has plenty of space, plus the bulkhead doesn't extend to the ground, allowing you to store bags and your feet under row 2. 21BC and 21DE have an extra inch or two of legroom to allow people to get to the exit of the window, but it's not as
generous as row 20 and row 21 on the A320. Rows 8-12 have 34 legroom (1 less than the A320) and 18 wide. ECONOMY Class Section – ROWS 22-35 Pitch is very tight at (30), but at least the seats are wider than the 757. EN FLIGHT ENTERTAINMENT Wifi: Ku wifi band is installed on all A319. Ku Band Wifi is the international wifi
that allows internet access for the rare A319 trip outside the bottom 48. Entertainment: Personal device entertainment is installed on all A319s. Make sure you have the latest United app loaded on your phone/tablet. Seat power: Installed in F and E+. Others There is a galley and lav at the front of the aircraft for the first class cabin. There
is a kitchen and two lavs at the back of the plane for the economy cabin. Related Thread: Consolidated Where to Sit on a United Plane Threads FlyerTalk Evangelist Original Poster Join Date: Dec 2002 Location: Seattle, WA, USA But it's not the first time Programs: Bar Alliance Gold Posts: 16,266 Everything I wanted to know about
where to sit on the Airbus A319 Yes, it's time for the next installment in our PSA - Public Seating Announcements series. With the ERJ-145 out of the way, it's time to visit the Airbus A319. Standard seat map A319 (319) UA A319 - SeatGuru A319 Seat Map - Airbus A319 FIRST CLASS The A319 has eight F-seats. These are your usual
home seats. The indicated tone is 38 and the width is 20.5. Oh, no if this is the case for all A319s (it's rare as a 1P I can hook row 1), but on my flight tonight, there were cuts on both sides and the pitch was in the mid-40 range. You might actually stretch in row 1. The recline of the seat on the A319 is quite generous, except that if the
person in front of you is fully reclined, it is difficult to get out of the aisle seat and exit the window seat will require the aisle seat to enter the hallway. ECONOMIA PLUS CLASS – ROWS 7-21 Row 7 is the best row, with 21A/21F being the best seat. As in the A320, Row 7 has a lot more space (at least on my plane) the bulkhead did not
extend all the way to the ground, allowing you to store bags and your feet under row 2. 20BC and 20DE due have an extra inch or two of legroom to allow people to get to the exit of the window, but it is not almost as generous as row 20 and row 21 on the A320. 21A and 21F do not have a seat in front of them (being the window exit) so
they have infinite legroom. Rows 8-12 have 35 legroom (1 less than the A320) and 18 wide. ECONOMIA CLASS – ROWS 22-34 Pitch is very tight to 31, but at least the seats are wider than the 757. Moderator Note - The oldest publications in this thread can be found here. To sit on the Airbus A320s, see: last edited by WineCountryUA;
April 24, April 20 at 6:02 pm Reason: Updated FlyerTalk Evangelist Numbering Date Join: December 2002 Location: SAT Programs: AA Platinum Pro; UA Gold MM; GOLD DL; IHG Spire Ambassador; Hilton Gold; Marriott Gold seats: 23,885 6C on 319 is perfectly fine. Foot clippings help, as do not having someone reclining on you. Add
to the front of the coach cab, accelerating deplanification, and it is one of the best seats in the entire aircraft (except first class). The only downside is if you are interested in watching the entertainment on board. If so, you probably won't be delighted with 6C. Moderator: Smoking Room; FlyerTalk Evangelist Join Date: Feb 2004 Location:
SFO, CDG, PBI Programs: Lifetime (for now) Gold MM, HH Gold, Giving Tootsie Pops to UA employees, &amp;a retired hockey goalie Posts: 28,560 Quote: Originally Published by robb I am now confused. I didn't get the impression that the A319 cuts went all the way. If so, then that could change a lot. I thought only in the ex-shuttle 735
you could access the space under the FC seat from bulkhead Y. I've been at 319's &amp; 320's with and without cuts and as far as I know, there's no way to determine Get. Join Date: Dec 2003 Location: Chapel Hill, NC - UA Nobody (sigh)/0.925MM, HHonors Diamond Posts: 3,509 Quote: Originally Posted by goalie I've been at 319's
&amp; 320's with and without clippings and as far as I know, there's no way to determine which one one I've been to at 319's &amp; 320's with and without clippings and as far as I know, there's no way to determine which one one I've been to at 319's &amp; 320's with and without clippings and as far as I know, there's no way to determine
which one one I've been to at 319's &amp; 320's with and without clippings and as far as I know, there's no way to determine which one one I've been to at 319's &amp; 320's with and without clippings and as far as I know, there's no way to determine which one one I' Get. Yes, I agree. And if you want the bulkhead, always sit on the left
(1A/B) as the clippings/bulkhead on the A320 on the right are too tight (due to the kitchen). Join Date: Dec 2004 Location: DFW programs: UA Platinum, Marriott Gold, Hilton Gold Posts: 44 Quote: Originally published by top-west containers tend to fill up quickly in advance. Passengers heading to the rear will often keep their bags in
advance, especially on a full flight. This could be a nuisance if you board late and have carry-on luggage. That's why my seat choice depends on whether it's the only/1st segment I'm flying or a close connection. If the 319/320 is a connecting flight and I'm concerned that the masses will be boarding and hoarding the bins before I do, I
preselect an E+ seat further back so at least I can have space under the seat to fill things instead of an FA offering to find a place for them - a place that for some reason always ends up being the last container on the back of the plane. If I don't get a 319/320 with the trim to put my laptop bag, I always put that bag on top and remove the
laptop, which is on a well padded sleeve and place it behind my back (it's a lil ole 12 Apple Powerbook) so it looks like a back orthogonal cushion. Then whip it once the flight is in the air and I'm ready to go - never having been noticed by an FA. Especially great on flights outside of DCA with the 30-minute Join Date seat rule: May 2005
Tickets: 32 I love poles like these, great job. I'm going to be on an Airbus 319, and I guess, successfully I have 1B in first class? Is there a video monitor right in front of me, or do I have to look at the monitor from the ceiling? Let's say I'm traveling from ORD-SMF, on a lunch flight, am I going to eat a small meal or a full first-class meal?
Join Date: Dec 2003 Location: Chapel Hill, NC - UA No one (sigh)/0.925MM, HHonors Diamond Posts: 3,509 Quote: Originally published by NewFlierCa I love publications like these, great work. I'm going to be on an Airbus 319, and I guess, successfully I have 1B in first class? Is there a video monitor right in front of me, or do I have to
look at the monitor from the ceiling? Let's say I'm traveling from ORD-SMF, on a lunch flight, am I going to eat a small meal or a full first-class meal? Monitor's on the roof, but I can't find the viewing angle problematic. FLIGHT ORD-SJC often and lunch F is decent; a lot of IMHO food. FlyerTalk Evangelist Original Poster Join Date: Dec
2002 Location: Seattle, WA, USA But it's not the first time Programs: Bar Alliance Gold Posts: 16,266 Quote: Originally published by NewFlierCa Me publications like these, great work. I'm going to be on an Airbus 319, and I guess, successfully I have 1B in first class? Is there a video monitor right in front of me, or do I have to look at the
monitor from the ceiling? Let's say I'm of ORD-SMF, on a lunch flight, am I going to have a small meal, or a full first-class meal? The LCD drop-downs from the trays above, so the field of view is quite good. I had no problem viewing the LCD screen from 1B. In row 6 and row 11 on the A320, the LCD screen is quite close, so it can be
somewhat difficult to see (especially row 11), but for the most part it's fine. Join Date: August 2004 Location: IAD Programs: UA 1K, SPG Gold, Marriott Silver Posts: 190 Quote: Originally published by jef7 Somehow, compared to 757s, I find the first class seats on the A320 quite soft and more comfortable. Personally, 1A or 11D are my
favorite seats in A320. Nice analysis... I just did IAD-SJC in a 319 and I had 6A on each leg. The upgrade is really a waste on that flight if you get row 6. I'm flying IAD-SAN on Fri on a 757 and I'm updated, the next day I'll be back SAN-IAD on a 320 in F, so I'm going to have a good comparison as it will be cool in my mind. Moderator:
Smoking Room; FlyerTalk Evangelist Join Date: Feb 2004 Location: SFO, CDG, PBI Programs: Lifetime (for now) Gold MM, HH Gold, Giving Tootsie Pops a UA employees, &amp;a retired hockey goalie Posts: 28,560 outsanding job - if i can add my 2 sense.... I totally agree that row 6 rules if you are on the back of the bus, although I
can't remember if it was a 320 or a 319, but there are some birds out there where the bulkhead is of numbing length to the ground instead of opening for the broom of the bag and leg that extends under the seat f. for viewing movies from 6c/d, I have found that I can see the screen in f, either looking through the small clipping near the top
of the b/h or just looking down the aisle as it does not put a tension in the neck. As for f, I'm going to go for row 2 aisles on row 319 or 320 as they are fine and imho, the recline for row 2 at 319 is the same as row 1 (no reduction due to b/h) and I also think it has better recline than row 3 on the 320. just my comments and again, an
outstadning job by SEA_Tigger Join Date: Oct 2003 Location: Near Chicago and Under flight paths MDW and ORD, IL, USA Programs: UA recovering Premier Posts: 942 Just mounted an A319 ORD-YYZ in 1D. There are no cutouts, but you could cross your legs as directed. Another point in the Airbii would be to remember that 1AB
have very limited space in that row. 1CD is better, but not great. I'm not a fan of row 1 because if I want my laptop, I have to go get it instead of keeping it on the ground. I don't care about row 2 in 319 or row 3 at 320 because you can recline however you want without being in someone's face of you. Join Date: Nov 2001 Location: USA,
JPN, GBR Programs: A3, AA, DL, HH, SK, SPG, UA Posts: 1,802 Do all 319 and 320 have storage space for row 6? I seem to remember that some (or perhaps all) of main line 320 have full floor-to-ceiling bulkheads. Join date: May May Location: Phoenix Programs: UA1k; HH Gold;MR Gold Posts: 6,104 Quote: Originally published by
iflypdx Nothing is wrong with 12D on the A319 is there? I haven't seen him mention it. It is the hallway of the exit row after all.... The bad thing about row 12 - if your 319 is changed to a 320 - what happens - is now in E- Moderator: Smoking room; FlyerTalk Evangelist Join Date: Feb 2004 Location: SFO, CDG, PBI Programs: Lifetime (for
now) Gold MM, HH Gold, Giving Tootsie Pops a UA employees, &amp;a retired hockey goalie Posts: 28,560 Quote: Originally published by CApreppie Do the latest rows in First Class have limited recline on the A319 and A320? SeatGuru.com says some passengers complain about it and so they're yellow. For me they seem to recline
completely due to the cut in the bulkhead behind which allows them to recline completely. Does anyone have any experience? Is SeatGuru wrong? where I have long legs, I'm not going to do row 1 on a 319/320 and.... row 2 in the 319 for me has wide (and perhaps full) recline-what people might be noticing is that some f/a's can store
their small bags behind the seats and that can affect the recline. I've had to pass, but just pushed (and I mean pushed not overcrowded) the bag down so the reclining angle of the backrest doesn't hit it. row 3 at 320-i can't talk about personal experience like i go for row 2, but I looked and it seems to be the same behind the seating area
like the 319. Join Date: October 2004 Location: Greater Chicagoland Area Programs: Frontier Elite, Hertz PC Posts: 1,046 As everyone else has said, the economic seats in Row 6 on these aircraft are amazing. I flew a 319 ORD-SJC and a 320 SJC-ORD. The 320 looked pretty new (I haven't really been on an AU plane that looked like
this new one) and had even more space in the seat of the E+ bulkhead than the 319 did. There was so much space that I could jump out of my central seat 6b (girlfriend had the window) without disturbing the aisle seat at all. I wish I could fly this plane more often Page 2 Apr 24, 20, 9:02 am - Wikipost Please read: This is a community-
maintained post wiki containing the most important information of this thread. You can edit the Wiki once you have been on FT for 90 days and have made 90 messages. Last edited by: WineCountryUA Wiki Link Standard A319 (319) There were two versions of the A319. Version 1, which are legacy UA aircraft and version 2, which are
China Southern aircraft, United picked up. Both have the same seat map, only a slightly different bathroom configuration at the rear of the aircraft. Cabin walk via video: UA A319 Seat Map - Version 1/2 SeatGuru A319 Seat Map - Version 1/2 FIRST CLASS CABIN All A319s have the 'new' first class UA There are 8 first-class seats on the
A319. The indicated tone is 37 and the width is 20.5. The recline of the seat on the A319 is quite generous, except that if the person in front of you is fully reclined, it is difficult to get out of the aisle seat and exit the window seat will require the aisle seat to enter the hallway. Economy PLUS Section – ROWS 7-21 Row 7 is the best row. As
with the A320, Row 7 has plenty of space, plus the bulkhead doesn't extend to the ground, allowing you to store bags and your feet under row 2. 21BC and 21DE have an extra inch or two of legroom to allow people to get to the exit of the window, but it's not as generous as row 20 and row 21 on the A320. Rows 8-12 have 34 legroom (1
less than the A320) and 18 wide. ECONOMY Class Section – ROWS 22-35 Pitch is very tight at (30), but at least the seats are wider than the 757. EN FLIGHT ENTERTAINMENT Wifi: Ku wifi band is installed on all A319. Ku Band Wifi is the international wifi that allows internet access for the rare A319 trip outside the bottom 48.
Entertainment: Personal device entertainment is installed on all A319s. Make sure you have the latest United app loaded on your phone/tablet. Seat power: Installed in F and E+. Others There is a galley and lav at the front of the aircraft for the first class cabin. There is a kitchen and two lavs at the back of the plane for the economy cabin.
Related thread: Consolidated Where to Sit on a United Plane Threads Join Date: Apr 2002 Location: Seattle, WA (former Tokyo, JP) Programs: A3*G, DL Platinum Posts: 844 I was on a 319 yesterday ORD-SEA in 1C (took it after reading that there may be cutouts on both sides) and found the seat to be very nice. If the options in F are
1C or 2D as they were for me, I would go with 1C any day. (Surprised as a 1P to clear in F3 at 3 days, but it turns out that most people were paid-F or reward-F no status - my food priority was 2 out of 8). OTOH, the F-bins suck. I boarded 7 out of 8 for F, and all the containers and the closet were already gone. My bags ended up over the
space between row 2 and 6. FlyerTalk Evangelist Join Date burger: Aug 2003 Location: SNA Programs: UA Million Mile Nobody, Marriott Platinum Elite, SPG Gold Posts: 25,229 Same for me. A 319 ORD-SNA Saturday had the cuts on both sides. Join Date: Apr 2005 Location: We have lucky9876coins Programs: Life is good !!! ®
positions: 3,180,319 today in DCA-ORD-DCA had the cuts for the A/B/C/D seats in row 1. Moderator: Smoking Room; FlyerTalk Evangelist Join Date: Feb 2004 Location: SFO, CDG, PBI Programs: Lifetime (by Gold MM, HH Gold, Giving Tootsie Pops to UA employees, &amp;a retired hockey goalie Posts: 28,560 Quote: Originally
Posted by [email protected] Prefier row 1 because you don't get anybody no get anybody reclining in front of you. También creo que la fila 2 no no as much as row 1. Dennis I'm the opposite, as I have long legs and row 2 in the 319 has wide (if not full) recline. the same is true for me in a 320 if I can't get row 2, I'll go by row 3 as it has the
same amount of recline (and of course cross my fingers as the 320 doesn't get exchanged for a 319) Join Date: Aug 2001 Location: SNA Programs: N/A Messages: 3,294 Appointment: Originally posted by flyinbob Same for me. A 319 ORD-SNA Saturday had the cuts on both sides. Interesting! I did ORD-SNA on Sunday, on my way
back from London, and I was in 1D - nope, no clipping there. I don't remember what it was like for 1A/1B. FlyerTalk Evangelist Join Date: Jul 1999 Posts: 10,582 Row 1 for 319/320/737 sucks, even the trimming doesn't help much if you're over 6 feet, I'm 6'2 with long legs. You can't rip your legs off. I always go for row 2. Even with the seat
in front of you fully reclining there is plenty of space for the laptop, etc. Don't go down row 3 on a 320 as if you were traded for a 319 you'll probably end up on the coach. Last edited by Baze; Sep 7, 05 at 12:24 pm Reason: Fixed typographical errors Join date: January 2005 Location: SF Bay Area (Marin) Programs: UA GS, MM; AAP
(Au); HH (Ag) Entries: 74 Crop Value . . . [QUOTE-Baze] Row 1 for 319/320/737 sucks, even trimming doesn't help much if you're over 6 feet, I'm 6'2 with long legs. You can't rip your legs off.] . . . it's very exaggerated. You don't have to be 6-2 to find out that trimming is pretty useless. I'm 5-11, and I'm still pushing my feet against the
bulkhead if it gets stuck at 1A, C or D. (1B allows you to walk down the aisle.) I tend to agree with the sign that said it would take E+ instead of flying an update. Moderator: Hawaii-based airlines and Hawaii'i forums join to date: Mar 2003 Location: Ka'pala Nui, Nuioka Programs: NEXUS/Global Entry, Delta, United, Hyatt, IHG, Marriott and
Hertz Posts: 16,488 For window seat lovers (like me) out there, I found a little hassle with the 7A and 7F seats at 319/320. Due to window/seat alignment, the window column is right next to the shoulder when the seat is upright, making the space narrower. It's not a major problem, but if there are other window seats open in E+, I'd choose
them. Join Date: May 2005 Location: Denver CO Programs: UA 1K, SW Gold Posts: 89 1C and 1D on a 319 are not for tall people! I recently got stuck in 1D with my 500 miles certs on a SEA-DEN trip on a 319 main line. It was VERY tight. I am 6 3 years old and would have been more comfortable in E-! If I ever get lifted to 1C or 1D
again, I'm going to ask that I back to coach. Join Date: May 2001 Location: RDU Programs: UA1K 2MM, Hilton Gold, Marriott Carton Posts: 1,687 Quote: Originally published by jan_az Bad 12 row - if your 319 is changed to a 320 - what happens - is now in E- Similar problem with row 3 on a 320. Mi Mi seats in these things are 2BC (or it's
2BD) the asil seats in row 2, these are seats still asile in F, even if you get 319d. Date to join: July 2005 Location: IAD, DCA Programs: UA-Plat, Marriott-Plat, AAI, AAII Posts: 3,758 Risk of loss of 6F? I'm thinking of burning my 500 milers (because who knows what AU will decide to do with them next?) and as 1P the chances are rare. I
often take 211 IAD-LAX (on a 319) which is rarely more than 1/3 full and seems to offer upgrade opportunities. Even though I'm perfectly happy at 6F with a locked center seat and a California Tortilla breakfast burrito, I'm thinking of waiting list for F on future flights. Of course, I wouldn't even consider negotiation row 6 for row 1, so my
question is, if I wait and clear, I'm going to lose my row 6 seat before finding out if I'm being offered row 1 (which I would deny) or row 2 (which I would accept)? Thank you. Last edited by gre; June 2, 07 at 7:25 am Join Date: Dec 2005 Location: New York, NY Programs: United 1K, Starwood Platinum Posts: 234 I really believe 319/320
row 1 is quite uncomfortable, not as bad as 757 but still bad. I'd keep row 6 unless you don't mind risking sitting in row 1. Join Date: Feb 2005 Location: PHL Programs: AA EXP, HHonors Diamond, Marriott Lifetime Ti, UA Silver Posts: 4,688 Quote: Originally published by gre I know there's a good foot trim in row 6 that I don't think is
present in row 1. He sat at 1C on an A319 yesterday and there was a cut on both sides. I'm not sure this is the case with all 319 though. Quote: Originally published by SEA_Tigger Yes. As soon as it is cleared, your seat assignment in Economy will be settled and you will get a seat assignment in First. Now, if United Easy Update works
and notifies you in a way that you can know immediately, then you can check which seat in First Assigned to you and whether it can happen to something better. If you can't, 6F will most likely still be available. However, row 1 on the Airbus is not bad, frankly. You can't stretch as far as Row 6, but you don't need to keep your knees bent at
90o and your feet flat to the ground. It can be a bit of a dice from the waiting list for an upgrade. Yesterday I was on the waiting list for the flight using 500 milers and it cleared about 3 hours before departure. I asked the RCC agent about the seating options and she only had 1A and 1C. I actually like bulkheads, so I was fine with the
options. Given the choice between Y and F I'll take F every time, no matter where you're sitting. Join Date: July 2003 Location: BOS, PVG Programs: United Global Services and 1MM, Titanium Posts: 8,798 Quote: Originally published by flydrha I really believe 319/320 row 1 is quite uncomfortable, not as bad as 757 but still bad. Is 1AB of
757 worse than 1AB of 319/320? Does anyone else share this view, too? Join date: join: 2002 Location: CA, US Programs: UA1K, AAPlat, SPG-G Entries: 506 Quote: Originally published by kb1992 1AB of 757 is worse than 1AB of 319/320? Does anyone else share this view, too? I'll kidn meet him! There's no way in 1AB at 752! Page 3
April 24, 20, 9:02 am - Wikipost Please read: This is a community-maintained wiki post that contains the most important information of this thread. You can edit the Wiki once you have been on FT for 90 days and have made 90 messages. Last edited by: WineCountryUA Wiki Link Standard A319 (319) There were two versions of the
A319. Version 1, which are legacy UA aircraft and version 2, which are China Southern aircraft, United picked up. Both have the same seat map, only a slightly different bathroom configuration at the rear of the aircraft. Cabin ride via video: UA A319 Seat MAP - Version 1/2 SeatGuru A319 Seat Map - Version 1/2 FIRST CLASS CABIN All
A319 have the new first class UA seat. There are 8 first-class seats on the A319. The indicated tone is 37 and the width is 20.5. The recline of the seat on the A319 is quite generous, except that if the person in front of you is fully reclined, it is difficult to get out of the aisle seat and exit the window seat will require the aisle seat to enter the



hallway. Economy PLUS Section – ROWS 7-21 Row 7 is the best row. As with the A320, Row 7 has plenty of space, plus the bulkhead doesn't extend to the ground, allowing you to store bags and your feet under row 2. 21BC and 21DE have an extra inch or two of legroom to allow people to get to the exit of the window, but it's not as
generous as row 20 and row 21 on the A320. Rows 8-12 have 34 legroom (1 less than the A320) and 18 wide. ECONOMY Class Section – ROWS 22-35 Pitch is very tight at (30), but at least the seats are wider than the 757. EN FLIGHT ENTERTAINMENT Wifi: Ku wifi band is installed on all A319. Ku Band Wifi is the international wifi
that allows internet access for the rare A319 trip outside the bottom 48. Entertainment: Personal device entertainment is installed on all A319s. Make sure you have the latest United app loaded on your phone/tablet. Seat power: Installed in F and E+. Others There is a galley and lav at the front of the aircraft for the first class cabin. There
is a kitchen and two lavs at the back of the plane for the economy cabin. Related Thread: Consolidated Where to Sit on a United Plane Threads Click here Show Full Wiki Join Date: Dec 2007 Location: New England Programs: DL/UA Plat, Hilton Diamond, Marriott Plat, Radisson Gold Posts: 6,305 Quote: Originally published by CMK10 It
is not misaligned and legroom is not restricted. It is very similar to row 1 of the A-320. Oh well, I made a good choice then! Then!
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